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Preparation of Ni–YSZ composite materials for solid oxide fuel cell
anodes by the gel-precipitation method
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Abstract

Ž .Nickel oxide–yttria stabilized zirconia powder mixtures Ni–YSZ were prepared by the gel-precipitation method from aqueous or
methanol solutions of the corresponding chlorides. The sinterability of the powder mixtures and hence their appropriateness as anodic

Ž .material in solid oxide fuel cell technology SOFC is affected both by the history of the powder preparation and its composition. Relative
densities of greater than 97% of theoretical of the mixed NiO–YSZ powder were achieved at sintering temperatures as low as 13008C. In
sintered samples, both NiO and YSZ, composites could be prepared as continuous phases if the chemical composition of the prepared
powder mixture were carefully controlled. The continuity of the YSZ and Ni phases was preserved after reduction as well. If the ceramic
YSZ phase was prepared as a continuous rigid framework there was practically no shrinkage of the sintered body during reduction, but
the reduced matrices became porous and the relative densities were lowered. The microstructural and electrical properties of Ni–YSZ
cermets, where the Ni content in the YSZ matrix is close to 35 vol.%, showed that the materials are appropriate for SOFC anode
preparation. q 2000 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The interest in utilizing fuel cells as an energy source
w xsystem has grown substantially over recent years 1 . How-

ever, all the problems connected with the techniques of
material preparation and fuel cell stack fabrication have
not yet been solved. Among other characteristics the three
requirements of prime importance for anode materials are
good electrical properties, an appropriate microstructure of
the anode composites and compatibility with other fuel cell

w xcomponents 2,3 . Anode composite materials are presently
manufactured utilizing the mechanical mixing method,

Ž .where separately prepared nickel oxide NiO and yttria
Ž .stabilized zirconia YSZ powders are subsequently sub-

jected to homogenization and sintering to form a Ni–YSZ
w xcermet 4 . However, a problem with mechanical mixing

can occur due to separation of NiO and YSZ particles,
resulting in a nonuniform distribution of Ni in the anode
material if the homogenization and grinding are not per-
formed correctly. Thus, recent studies on Ni–YSZ cermet

) Corresponding author.

preparation were focused toward using preparation tech-
niques that would assure a very uniform distribution of Ni
particles in the ceramic matrix, either by controlling the Ni

w xand YSZ particle size distribution 5 or the sintering
w xtemperature 6 . These requirements can be provided by

using the gel-precipitation method and subsequent sinter-
w xing of the intermediates obtained 7 . The technique of

simultaneous gel-precipitation enables mixing of precur-
sors already in the starting solution, resulting in a gel
mixture with a high degree of homogeneity, where one

w xphase dominance is very small 8 . By subsequent heat
treatment of the prepared green composite materials, dif-
ferent anode microstructures can be obtained. Additionally,
a range of electrode characteristics such as porosity, nickel
particle distribution, grain size and particle to particle
contact may result from these differing electrode mi-

w xcrostructural properties 9 .
In all processes where powder particles are involved in

the green body forming technique, the final processing step
requires sintering. The sintering process provides bonds
between particles and continuity of the different phases in

w xthe composite material 10 . However, the electrode layer
should be porous and permeable enough to provide diffu-
sion both of the fuel gas supply to and the removal of the
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gaseous reaction products from the electroderelectrolyte
w xinterface 11 . The enhanced contact area between the

electrocatalyst and the ionic conductor results in rather low
overvoltages and consequent high current densities, which
improve the overall cell performance.

The objective of the present study was to determine the
effect of several processing variables of sintering on the
powder characteristics and densification, as well as on the
microstructure of the fired body. The influence of the
precursor chemical composition on the characteristics of
the Ni–YSZ cermet after complete thermal treatment was
studied. Some electrical electrode performance as a func-
tion of microstructural and chemical properties was con-
ducted and discussed.

2. Experimental method

Zirconium, yttrium and nickel were precipitated from
Ž .aqueous samples B, C, D, E, F and I or methanol

solutions by the addition of a twofold stoichiometric
Ž .amount of water samples A, G, H, J and K by the

gel-coprecipitation method. Samples B, C, D and E were
prepared at 978C, while samples F, I and J were prepared
at 758C. Samples A, G, H and K were prepared at room

Ž .temperature Table 1 . Elevated temperatures and different
solvents were used in the starting material preparation path
to achieve some improvement in the control of the hydrol-
ysis reactions and thus the yield of nickel hydroxide in the
mixed gel.

The starting solutions of the metal chlorides were pre-
Žpared by dissolving 38 g of NiCl P6H O Kemika Za-2 2

. Žgreb, p.a. and the corresponding amounts of ZrCl Fluka,4
. Žassay)98% and Y O Aldrich Chemical, 99.99%; dis-2 3
.solved in HCl in 400 ml of solvent to achieve the desired

mixed gel composition. The amount of yttrium precursor
in the starting reaction mixture was selected so that the

Žfinal molar ratio of Y O to ZrO was 10:90 10 mol%2 3 2

Table 1
Sample preparation

Sample Initial mol ratio Preparation Solvent Theoretical
4q 3q 2qZr :Y :Ni temperature composition

Ž . Ž8C wt.% of Ni
.in Ni–YSZ

Ž .A pure NiO 97 water 100
B 4.50:1.00:252.60 97 water 95.00
C 4.50:1.00:113.03 97 water 89.48
D 4.50:1.00:57.01 97 water 81.09
E 4.50:1.00:40.72 97 water 75.39
F 4.50:1.00:38.31 97 water 74.24
G 4.48:1.00:81.12 10 methanol 85.96
H 4.50:1.00:40.72 75 methanol 75.39
I 4.50:1.00:40.72 75 water 75.39
J 4.64:1.00:25.70 10 methanol 65.41

Ž .K pure YSZ 10 methanol 0

Fig. 1. Dimensional changes of samples A to K during firing. The
densification of NiO, as well as the densification of composite materials,
occurs in the rapid region of densification at two different shrinkage rates.

.YSZ . The hydrolysis reaction was initiated by the intro-
Žduction of gaseous ammonia flow rate 3.88 lrh, final pH

.value 8 . The product was filtered, washed with distilled
water until no reaction for chloride ions was observed
Ž .AgNO test and dried for 6 h at 1208C. The dried3

samples were milled in a ball mill, calcined at 9508C for 2
Žh, pressed into tablets 6 mm in diameter, pressed under 49

2 .MPa or 500 kgrcm and then subjected to further thermal
Žtreatment sintering at 13008C and temperature pro-

Ž .grammed reduction TPR in a dynamic atmosphere of 4
.vol.% hydrogen and 96 vol.% argon at 10008C for 2 h .

The reaction medium and preparation conditions have a
marked influence on the product characteristics. These
differences in process conditions can lead to substantial
variations in the end products composition, as in the case
where the initial ratio of the reactants was the same.
Higher preparation temperature and the use of methanol as
a solvation medium raise the amount of precipitated
Ž .Ni OH and consequently the amount of Ni in the final2

w xcomposite 12 .
The amount of nickel in the samples was determined by

a volumetric method. The particle size distribution of the
calcined precipitates was determined by laser beam diffrac-

Ž .tion Fritsh Analysette 22 . Calcined powders for particle
size distribution measurements were dispersed in 1% NaCl
aqueous solution. The microstructure of the as-sintered and
polished samples as well as transverse cross-sections were
examined by scanning electron microscopy and energy-dis-

Ž .persive X-ray analysis SEM-EDX, Jeol 5800 . Thermal
Ž .analysis TG, DTA, Netzsch 409 was used for further

characterization of the samples. Dimensional changes dur-
ing heating were measured by a heating microscope by
heating the samples up to 13008C with a heating rate of 10
Krmin and then thermostatting them at 13008C for 120
min. Calculations of relative densities of fired samples
were made on the presumption that NiO or Ni and YSZ do
not form any chemical compound or solid solution.

AC impedance measurements of the thermally treated
samples were carried out using an impedance analyzer
Ž .Hewlett Packard 4284A over the frequency range from
20 Hz to 1 MHz at 10008C in a dynamic reductive

Ž .atmosphere 4 vol.% H and 96 vol.% Ar . Prior to the2
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Fig. 2. Relation between the relative rate of sintering and the temperature
of NiO–YSZ cermets.

electrical measurements, all samples were painted with
platinum paste and held in a Pt grid from both sides.

3. Results and discussion

The cermet anode has a rather complex structure be-
cause the electronic and the ionic paths must be separately
supported by nickel and yttria-stabilized zirconia particle
networks, respectively. Furthermore, the anode layer must

Ž .remain porous approximately 30% by volume and perme-
able to allow the transport of reactant and evolved gases

w xduring the cell operation 13 . Such a structure with the
desired microstructual and electrical properties, as well as
long term stability performance, dictates a rather precise
anode preparation route. The crucial step in the preparation
of the anode is the use of precursor powders with the
appropriate composition and careful application of pre-
determined sintering conditions.

The sintering behaviour of the NiO–YSZ composites
with different chemical compositions was determined by a
heating microscope. The shrinkage curves and the curves
of relative shrinkage rates are depicted in Figs. 1 and 2,
respectively. Three different domains may be identified.
The samples exhibited normal volume expansion in the
20–9008C temperature range. Fast shrinkage was observed
in all samples at temperatures slightly above 11008C,

Ž .except in the case of sample K pure YSZ , where acceler-
ated shrinkage began at temperatures close to 10008C. A
decrease in the shrinkage rate was found in the tempera-
ture range between 12008 and 12508C. A second domain of
fast densification was noticed when the temperature ex-
ceeded 12508C, whereas after the stabilisation of the tem-
perature at 13008C, the densification rate of the samples
drastically decreased.

The sintering of pure YSZ begins at slightly lower
temperatures than the sintering of NiO–YSZ samples.
However, NiO–YSZ samples densify much faster at tem-
peratures above 11008C in comparison with the densifica-
tion of YSZ. Consequently, precursors with a higher
amount of NiO reach higher theoretical densities after

Ž .thermal treatment Table 2 .
The two different relative shrinkage rates in the sinter-

ing of composites are related to the chemical composition
of the material and the particle packing in the green body.
According to Fig. 2 all composites that contain NiO should
sinter via two different sintering processes. Because YSZ
and NiO do not undergo any chemical reactions, we
assumed that variation in the sintering rates could be a
consequence of either some polydispersion effects of the
starting powder precursors, or some possible physical tran-
sitions during sintering such as recrystallization or melting.
To distinguish between these two phenomena we submit-
ted a composite to TG–DTA measurement and looked for

Ž .possible mass or heat transfer reactions Fig. 3 .
According to the TG–DTA curves of the calcined

Ž .samples A and E Fig. 3 no heat transfer reactions, e.g.,
phase recrystalization, took place during the analysis. Sam-
ple A exhibits an almost constant mass during heating up
to 14008C, while when heated to temperatures higher than
10008C, there is a slight mass loss of 0.4% in the case of
sample E. However, no clear and stepwise chemical or
physical change in the sample is evident.

Ž .A comparison of the relative shrinkage Table 2 , which
increases with the amount of NiO in the composite mate-
rial, indicates that NiO phase promotes shrinkage of the

Table 2
Density change during sintering as a function of NiO content in the precursors

Sample Wt.% of NiO r Relative r Relative D LrLgreen sintered
3 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .in the sample grcm r % grcm r % %green sintered

Ž .A 100 pure NiO 3.41 51.12 6.45 96.64 19.13
B 93.66 3.35 50.77 6.31 95.67 18.79
C 85.95 3.21 49.31 6.37 96.83 18.73
D 79.53 3.25 50.47 6.22 96.56 18.16
E 60.83 3.37 55.05 6.06 97.22 17.77
F 69.55 3.31 52.29 6.18 97.64 17.08
G 48.11 3.36 55.09 5.61 91.90 16.64
H 31.56 3.21 52.73 5.28 90.89 15.32
I 22.42 3.02 59.83 5.10 88.06 16.05
J 18.41 3.12 54.05 5.21 89.91 15.72

Ž .K 0 pure YSZ 2.52 45.27 3.94 63.31 10.58
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Fig. 3. TG–DTA pattern of samples A and E.

fired composites. Relative sintered densities decrease with
the decline of the amount of NiO in the fired precursor.
Maximum sintered densities, f97% and f96% of the
theoretical density, and highest relative shrinkages were

Ž .obtained in the case of sample A pure NiO and compos-
ites richest in NiO, respectively. Additionally, relatively

Ž .high shrinkage of the fired samples except for sample K
and the high amount of NiO result in a rather small degree

Ž .of porosity of the fired samples Fig. 4 .
The sintering route and some differences in the mi-

crostructure of the sintered samples can also be interpreted
with respect to the mean particle sizes of the powder

Ž .precursors Fig. 6 . Although there are still some drastic
changes in particle to particle bonding occurring during
thermal treatment of the samples, chemical composition
and some morphological characteristics of the starting
precursors to a large degree determine the microstructure
of the sintered composites. According to Fig. 5 NiO and
YSZ consist of small particles called primary aggregates.
The frequency particle size distribution of NiO, YSZ and

Fig. 4. Microstructures of the cross sections of some NiO–YSZ compos-
ites after sintering.

Fig. 5. SEM images of NiO and YSZ powders after calcination.

mixed powder precursors in Fig. 6 reveals that these
primary aggregates, which are formed during gel-precipita-
tion and subsequent calcination, merge forming larger

Žagglomerates of various mean sizes up to a few microme-
.ters . As samples are prepared from aqueous or methanol

solutions at rather different temperatures, the particle size
distributions of powder precursors in the green state are
rather different. When more or less agglomerated precur-
sors are sintered, the composite starts to densify because of
particle to particle bonding. The two different sintering
regions indicate that there should be two different sintering
processes. The first increase in the shrinkage rate is con-
nected with particle sintering inside the agglomerate
Ž .intra-agglomerate sintering . Inter-agglomerate sintering
starts at higher temperatures in the second domain of fast
densification. It can be calculated that at a sintering tem-
perature of 13008C both intra- and inter-agglomerate sin-
tering of NiO occurred resulting in rather high relative
sintered densities, while inter-agglomerate sintering of the
YSZ phase is not entirely completed.

On the other hand, the formation of smaller and less
agglomerated mixed powder precursors in comparison to
the formation of mixed precursors of larger mean particle
size results in smaller dominance of single-phase domains
where only NiO or YSZ phase is present. Single-phase
domains are preserved, or slightly enlarged during sinter-
ing. However, the main purpose of composite material
sintering is to ensure good particle-to-particle bonding and
the continuity of NiO and YSZ phases throughout the
sample.

Fig. 6. Frequency particle size distribution of the calcined powder
precursors.
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The continuity of the YSZ phase was estimated by
measuring the dimensional changes in the sintered tablets

Ž .during reduction of NiO to metallic Ni Table 3 . If the
YSZ particles, after sintering, form a three-dimensional
continuous network, there should be no volume contraction
of the composite tablet. On the contrary, if sintering does
not assure a YSZ net structure rigid enough to withstand
the contraction pressures, which occur during the reduction
of NiO to Ni, the composite will shrink because of nickel
sintering. As NiO and YSZ do not form solid solutions,
NiO grains should sinter separately and if the amount of
NiO in the composite is high enough, it should create a
continuous phase as well. According to the results in Table
3 good contact between YSZ particles and NiO particles
respectively was achieved during sintering at 13008C in all
cases where Ni content in the final composite did not
exceed 64 wt.%. A higher amount of Ni in the composite
Ž .above 75 wt.% isolates the YSZ phase into separate
islands, leading to excessive Ni sintering.

The growth of Ni grains and thus, degradation of the
reaction surface area, is the fundamental problem during
long-term operation of an SOFC cell stack, if the YSZ
matrix in the anode material does not form a rigid frame-
work. Micrographic investigations were performed on re-

Ž .duced and polished samples Fig. 7 . The micrograph of
sample E exhibits a good distribution of Ni particles inside

Žthe YSZ matrix Ni particles are represented by fine
.spheres captured inside the matrix . Fine Ni particles in the

micro- or submicrometer range are distributed uniformly
with fine pores surrounding them. Because the sintered
nonreduced samples are rather dense, these pores seem to
be formed by volume contraction caused by the reduction
of NiO particles. Volume reduction during TPR results in
the formation of very fine pores adjacent to the Ni parti-
cles. This increases the triple-phase boundary area between

Ž .fuel gas, iono-conductor YSZ and the electrocatalyst Ni,
if the material were to be used in an SOFC stack. This
triple-phase boundary is less pronounced after prolonged

Table 3
Material densification during TPR as a function of Ni content in the
composite

Sample Wt.% of r Relative Composite volumeafter reduction
3Ž .Ni in the grcm r change duringafter reduction

Ž . Ž .composite % reduction %

A 99.56 7.19 80.92 y20.50
B 92.07 6.67 77.26 y11.23
C 82.78 5.33 64.03 y4.93
D 75.22 5.86 72.61 y2.52
E 54.06 5.50 74.82 0
F 63.83 5.63 73.26 0
G 42.11 5.34 76.82 0
H 26.06 4.98 77.56 0
I 18.31 4.88 79.29 0
J 14.26 4.90 81.39 0
K 0 3.94 63.31 0

Fig. 7. Microstructures of polished samples B, E and H after TPR and a
backscattered electron image of reduced and polished sample E.

thermal treatment at elevated temperatures. However, al-
though the YSZ–Ni–fuel contact area is large due to such
particle-to-particle bonding, which is not beneficial, it still
contributes to the composite’s long-term stability and pro-
motes phase continuity.

The most apparent difference in the microstructure be-
tween these samples is the pore and phase distribution
throughout the composite. Ni and YSZ grains in sample E
Žpale grey and dark grey regions in the BEI image, respec-

.tively are in the micrometre range and both phases are
continuous. The microstructure of sample B reveals an
excessive Ni grain growth, while in the case of sample H,
Ni grains are isolated and thus do not represent a continu-
ous phase.

Nickel phase is added to the composite material to serve
as an electrocatalyst for hydrogen oxidation and to provide
the anode with an electric conductivity as high as possible.
To satisfy these two conditions, the Ni phase must become
continuous during the preparation route. The easiest way to

Fig. 8. Effect of Ni content on the specific electrical conductivity of
Ni–YSZ composites at 10008C.
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Fig. 9. Typical impedance spectra of electronic and ionic composite
conductors measured in an Ar–4 vol.% H atmosphere at 10008C.2

verify the continuity of the nickel phase is to measure the
electrical performance of the composite, which depends
mainly on the nickel distribution throughout the sample
Ž .Fig. 8 .

The electrical behaviour of Ni–YSZ samples can be
w xexplained by percolation theory 14 . Ni grains can act as a

continuous metallic medium allowing the electrons to mi-
grate throughout the material. This requires a threshold

Žvalue of Ni content 30 vol.% is considered the boundary
between an essentially ionic and essentially electronic

. w xconduction 14–16 and an appropriate microstructure
Ž .which depends on composite morphology Fig. 7 .

According to the impedance measurements, all samples
from A to G are electrically conducting. The relatively
high value of electrical conductivity in the case of samples

ŽA to G at 10008C in a reducing atmosphere f0.4 Srcm
which is very close to the conductivity of pure metallic

.nickel proves that the nickel phase must be continuous.
The impedance spectrum of an electronic conductor is

Ž .reduced to a single dot Fig. 9 . No capacitive elements
were observed when varying the frequency through the
chosen range. The vertical part below the real axis is
probably due to some inductive elements in the experimen-
tal set-up. In contrast, the continuity of the nickel phase is
not preserved if the nickel content in the composite mate-
rial is reduced to 26 wt.% or below. The discontinuity of
nickel phase is clearly evident in the microstructure of

Ž .sample H Fig. 7 . In this case, nickel particles form small
nickel islands that are not in contact with the neighbouring
ones. The electrical conductivity of Ni–YSZ cermets with

Ž .low nickel content f0.035 Srcm is similar to the
electrical conductivity of the pure YSZ matrix. The
impedance spectra of samples where the nickel content in
the composite is below 26 wt.% show depressed over-
lapped arcs, which could be associated with at least two

Ž .capacitive loops Fig. 9, sample H . The impedance be-
haviour has been measured for all samples and it was
shown that ionic conductivity is dominant in the case of
samples H to K.

Cermets with a relatively low Ni content may have
long-term stability and well-developed microstructure but
from the electrochemical point of view they are not suit-
able as anode material in an SOFC. On the other hand,
Ni–YSZ composites with a Ni content high enough to
initiate material shrinkage during the TPR do not meet the

requirement of long-term stability microstructure and have
a very undeveloped Ni–YSZ–fuel triple-phase boundary.
The amount of Ni in the Ni–YSZ composite needed to
prevent anode microstructure degradation and leading to
dominant electronic conductivity through the material must
stay within 42 to 54 wt.%. Such composites could be used
in the cell stack preparation route as anode material.

4. Conclusion

The gel-precipitation method is an attractive method for
Ni–YSZ cermet preparation as it enables relatively good
mixing of the metal and ceramic phases at the level of a
very small single-phase dominance. In this way, stable
Ni–YSZ composite materials, resistant toward elevated
temperatures with respect to their chemical and mechanical
properties, can be prepared with continuous ceramic and
metal phases. The continuity of the ceramic YSZ rigid
framework is assumed because there is practically no
shrinkage of the composites during the reduction of NiO to
Ni. The continuity of the YSZ phase also contributes to the
continuity of an ionic path during anode performance and,
thus, also to the enlargement of the reaction zone. The
indication of a continuous nickel phase throughout the
samples is their high electronic conductivity. Drastic
changes in values were obtained with increase of nickel
from 30% to 40% in the composite material, as expected
from percolation theory. Conductivity becomes electronic

Ž .only above 42% approximately 31 vol.% of nickel,
meaning that above this the nickel phase must be continu-
ous. To enhance electronic conductivity, the cermet should
have a Ni concentration higher than 35 vol.%.
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